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Student
numbers
at record
high
By Dmitry Bulgakov
REPORTER

The lolal number of students enrolled at the University
IULS increased by around 1 percent for this fall semester; there
are now 20,480 students — an
all-time high.
Fall freshmen and transfers
enrollment is especially high as
4.331 new students came to
campus this semester —
another record.
Never in the history of the
University have so many new
students come to campus.
Further growth, however, will
probably stop, because of
physical constrains, according
to administrators.
"We are doing very well,"
Gary Swegan said, director of
admissions. "The BGSU head
count enrollment is actually
the highest it's ever been. Only
five times in the history of
BGSU we have exceeded
20,000. Last year we had a
record enrollment and this
year it's even higher than that."
However, growth in enrollment in some colleges in
Northwest Ohio is even higher.
University of Toledo boasts a
2.8 percent increase in total
enrollment,
and
Owens
Community College is up 7.1
percent.
But this doesn't disappoint
University officials. They pointed out the positive constant
growth in enrollment during
the last few yeare.
"The thing you have to be
awareofisthatin 1996ourtotal
head count enrollment was
only 18,235, and now we are
bigger, and a lot of our gains
came in 1998 to 2000 years
range, when, for instance, the
University of Toledo was way
down." Swegan said. "Their
increase this year will still not
probably put them back where
they would like to be by historical standards."
According to Swegan. there
is a correlation between fees
and enrollment.
"Certainly we know that a
percentage of our prospective
student population is very feesensitive", Swegan said. "So
what we have to strive to do,
when we are a more expensive
option than other institutions
is to provide enough financi.il
assistance, be it through scholarships or a need-based type of
aid."
University officials say the
current number of students
and the pace of new enrollment is what they want.
"My belief is that we are pretty happy with our enrollment
level right now," Swegan said.
"If we are able to continue to
bring in 4,200 to 4,300 new students during the fall semester,
we would be in pretty good
shape."
"Much larger than that puts
a lot of stress and strain on the
University's physical resources,
Swegan said. "And much smaller is a problem too, because
you are not generating the
number of fee dollars that you
need to pay faculty and to support all the facilities."
Among other reasons for the
increase, Swegan cites partnership with community schools
and advertising.
According to Swegan, the
ENROLLMENT, PAGE 2

Yon retires after 31 years
Paul Yon spent his
31 years acquiring
documents on the
history of Northwest
Ohio.
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By David Schrag
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REPORTER

In our lives we don't often get
the chance to experience the
great historical events such as
the Civil War, the start of the
Women's Labor Movement or
even get the privilege of experiencing some of the greatest
sports legends of all time, but
one man has experienced all of
these and more.
How could this be possible?
Archives, it's all about the
archivesAfter his 31-year-tenure with
the
Center
for Archival
Collections, Director Paul Yon
retired this past Monday, but not
without seeing some of the most
interesting events in Northwest
Ohio through the world of
microfilm, dulled paper pulp
and gobs of ink.
Yon got into the business a little differently than most. He
graduated
from
Defiance
College in 1969 and wanted to
get a job teaching. The only
problem was there were no
teaching jobs available to him.
"1 saw this advertisement for
this job at the State Historical
Society," Yon said. "It was a position working with another colleague to develop a publicrecords manual for the prescrva-
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University Photo Service
ARCHIVES: This 1990 photo shows Paul Yon at work. Yon, director of the Center for Archival Collections, retired Monday after thirty-one
years at the University. Yon took pride in the University's Civil War collections including the William J. Sullivan collections, the largest of
the Civil War documents that are housed at the University.
tion of local public records. I got
the job surprisingly, and spent 21
months there by chance."
After his stint at the Ohio
Historical Society, Yon felt it was
time to move on, so he came to
the University in 1971.

His first job was to professionally process, arrange and catalogue the records that had been
retrieved for the previous three
years.
"When I got here the center
was just developing and evolv-

ing," he said. "We had two staff
people then, now we have 9 fulltime people."
During his stay here at the
University Yon has acquired
many rare and important documents on the history of

Northwest Ohio, most of which
he remembers fondly.
"As an archivist I am probably
apolitical and they are all good,
RETIREMENT, PAGE 2

Playwright holds
workshops at U.
By Mary Beth White
REPORTER

Amanda Keegan BG News

DISCUSSION: Pictured from left to right are panelists, Jeannie Ludlow, Steve Weigand, Alex
Frondorf Last night students, faculty and staff filled the theatre in the Bowen-Thompson
Student Union to discuss the values that shape the decisions to bring performers to the U.

Panel discusses concert
By Michael Ksenyak
REPORTER

Attempted discussion about
campus programming values
turns into a debate of what students want instead of what students need.
Last night's crowded event
was called. "Ludacris : Behind
the Decision," and was moderated by Neil Browne, the director of integrative moral principles and critical thinking
(IMPACT).
"I thought a university was
about who we are. which transcends into who we think we
can become," Browne said. "Are
universities about what would
be better for us to believe? If we
are interested in diversity, why
Ludacris?"
The panelists consisted of
Man Donahue, popular culture

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

1"

instructor: Betina Shuford,
assistant vice president of student affairs and director of multicultural affairs and Academic
initiatives; leannie Ludlow,
interim director of women
studies
program:
Steve
Weigand and Alex Frondorf,
IMPACT; and a representative
from the board or director of
the university activities organization.
"I would assume many of
you here have a respect for reason," Weigand said. "I am concerned with a broader issue ...
we have to look at the opportunity cost of using SGO.OOO to
bring an entertainer. We could
bring other speakers like Ralph
Nader."
The issue of the concert
money being put towards
University programs that had

FHID

stale funding cuts was raised.
The debate fueled by confusion
about where the money came
from was eventually cleared up.
The University paid S60.000
for Ludacris and around
$80,000 in general With 37,000
students who bought tickets at
around $20, the University was
refunded about $74,000 by
them.
Students should have used
other critikia than what group
would sell the most tickets,
Browne said.
"We are living out a cultural
narrative or story in our society," Ludlow said. "The story is
that African American and
black men arc so scary and
inherently dangerous that
putting their hands in their
DISCUSSION, PAGE 2
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Award winning playwright
Liza Lentini is coming to campus this weekend to present several interactive workshops.
The New York City playwright
has produced twelve full length
plays and handfuls of one-acts
and short plays.
She is also the winner of the
Playwrights Theater of New York
Fellowship, a commission from
the city of New York.
Lentini graduated with an
MFA in playwriting from
Southern Illinois University,
which is where she met
Jonathan Chambers and Sarah
Lipinski-Chambers. The couple
are both currently instructors in
the theatre department here at
the University.
" lots of students asked me if I
could teach playwriting, but I'm
not qualified," said LipinskiChambers. "I put them in touch
with (Lentini]. I thought students would like what she had to
offer."
I. Michael Bestul was one of
Lipinski-Chambers interested
students. He started corresponding with Lentini late last
spring.
"I first e-mailed her to interview her about playwriting for
my own interest," Bestul said.
He liked what Lentini had to
offer and took it upon himself to
contact her about coming to
campus and doing workshops.
"I don't think we have much
in the way of non-educational
theater here," Bestul said. We
have wry litde that deals with
how to form your own theater
company, or how to make a living as a playwright."

Scattered
Showers

I Ugh:79'
Low: 50'

He saw a need for this kind of
information and wrote up a proposal for Theta Alpha Phi, the
theater honorary fraternity The
group is sponsoring Lentini's
visit and the corresponding
workshops.
"We are trying to supplement
our education," President Matt
Fossa said. "The University
doesn't offer many classes in
playwriting"
This event is an example of
the things Theta is able to sponsor with their SOFB money.
"We are lucky to have the
money." Fossa said. "We want to
bring in as many people who
can help the students as possible."
While here, Lentini will be
conducting workshops on
everything from the development of new plays to careers in
New York City.
The playwright has even written a play specially for this visit,
which will be rehearsed and presented on Saturday and Sunday
night. Students will have the
opportunity to see what it's like
to act in an original play and also
to see how directors work with
playwrights to create a concept
for the production.
Lentini teaches workshops
back home in NYC on playwriting and will boil down the six to
eight week sessions into a few
hours for students here.
"Liza is really open to people
and their writing." LipinskiChambers said.
All of Lentini's events will be
free and open to the public For
more information contact the
Office of Theta Alpha Phi at 3723302.
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U. Student enrollment increasing
RETIREMENT. FROM PAGE 1
but I have my own prejudices,"
Yon said, rocking back in his chair
smiling. "The Civil War collections are one of my favorites,
because of their historical content and how we have a lot of fun
acquiring them."
The William ). Sullivan collections are the largest of the Civil
War documents that are housed
in the files of the archives. Yon
received the documents in a
wartime desk that is still upstairs
in the archives.
Over 3,000 pieces exist within
these collections and with the
help of three graduate students,
the documents were processed in
less than a semester.

Yon attributes this collection as
the "catapult" in being able to
acquire more Civil War documents.
"I had the greatest job in the
world," Yon said. "Reason one is
working with the public, having
the opportunity to acquire materials, the job took me into meeting many people. The second one
is working with
students;
Watching them use the materials
and acting as a mentor to them
has been the fun part of the job."
Yon loved his job and loved the
archives but he says probably the
biggest event in his life was the
documentary on Doyt Perry titled
"A Coach for life."
32 interviews were gathered of
former players, coaches and fac-

ulty about Doyt Perry, former
coach of the University's football
team.
After all the archives and interviews were collected, a premiere
was held in Perry's honor and
over 400 people participated in
raising money for the event.
Ann Bowers, assistant director
at the center, believes that as a
result of Yon's dedication to his
work, retirement will not slow
him down.
"This was not an 8-5 job for
him," Bowers said. "He would
spend numerous hours on the
nights and weekends just giving
himself to the projects he was
involved in."
Yon's retirement plans include
working for the county as a con-

Grad population sees a rise
ENROLLMENT. FROM PAGE 1
colleges that have the highest
increase, are the College of
Technology, the School of Art
and the College of Education.
It is not only undergraduates
who are growing in numbers.
Graduate student enrollment is
also increasing.
"We enjoyed this year, an eight
to ten percent increase in the
overall graduate enrollment, primarily at the Master's level." said
Heinz Bulmahn. Dean of the
Graduate College. "We see a
greater demand for education
graduate studies.
"At the graduate level (the

increase! is always related to the
number of faculty we have to
provide the services, Bulmahn
said. "We have to maintain a certain level of academic quality, so
you cannot automatically say,
we will have hundreds of new
graduate students,' without considering whether we have
enough resources."
According to Bulmahn, the
University hopes to continue to
increase
graduate
student
enrollment.
"Optimum proportion within
the University should be 15 percent of graduate and 85 undergraduate students," he said.

ENROLLMENT AT U.
(INCLUDING FIRELANDS)
1992

19,718

1993
1994
1995

19,235
18,943

1996

18.868
18.235

1997
1998

18.503
18.821

1999
2000

19.333
19.567

2001
2002

20.276
20,480

sultant, and having some fun. He
plans on tailgating at the <HI
football game for homecoming,
making breakfast for his wife
every once and a while and traveling to North Dakota for a bit of a
vacation.
Yon's peers and colleagues recognized him with a dinner where
he was subject to a roast last
Friday.
"I was roasted and toasted, but
everything was a lie," he said with
a smirk.
Besides being the subject of
laughter, Yon was also awarded
with a scholarship that will be in
his name for students at the
University.
The dinner was the passing of
the torch to Assistant Director

Ann Bowers, now Interim
Director of the Center for Archival
Collections
But the torch didn't have to
travel very far; Bowers and Yon
are a happily married couple.
"All good programs have to
continue," Bowers said. "What I
want to do is to keep it going the
way it has been."
"Mr. Yon was a great person to
work for," she said. "He is honest,
open, supportive, understanding
and because he loves the job. he
makes people more excited
about it."
Most of the documents in the
archives are donated by outside
parties; (here isn't much of a budget to buy a lot of the things.
"This was another area where

Discussion addresses
values, freedom
pockets to reach for something
is looked at as dangerous"
The controversy of Ludacris is
just a "smoke screen" that hides
the real issues, Ludlow said.
"Where is a commitment to
preventing sexism and racism
in society." she asked.
According to Shuford. the values related to the Ludacris concert were freedom of expression, money and profit.
There were a wide variety of

he | Yon | demanded that we go
out and speak to the public and
try to retain certain documents."
Bowers said.
"The primary purpose of the
archives is to serve the academic
community." Bowers said. "We
want to give the opportunity to
students to be able to work with
primary sources, and support
graduate research."
Much like Indiana loncs when
he searches for the Lost Arc or
gets tangled up in the Last
Crusade finding historical facts,
the employees at the Center for
Archival Collections work daily to
gather and record information
from the past to pass it on to all
who arc interested, without the
help of Hollywood.

Rnatidaephobia:

students who bought tickets for
the show.
"This is a generational issue,
not a racial issue," she said.
Ludlow said that she brings
feminist values to the panel discussion and she is seeing two
devalued groups being divided
among the controversy.
"One concert is not going to
fix inequality of life for students
of color on campus," Ludlow
added.

The fear that wherever
you are, a duck is
watching!

Whui Bowling Green cttj sired sign has lo be replaced the most'.'
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Did You *

Why Onions Make You Cry

Know?

When you cut an onion, the contents on each side of the membrane mix and cause a chemical reaction.
This reaction produces molecules such as ethylsufine which make your eyes water.
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A/the falcon
locker room
BGSU Spirit Items • Sideline Apparel-Adidas
Stadium Seats • Football Jerseys • Stadium Blankets

BGSU
September 30-0ctober 6

HOMEC-MING
2002 fa

Come see us both sides of Doyt Perry Stadium

BGSU Falcons vs. Ohio Bobcats
Octobers •4p.m.
Concession opens at 3 p.m • Proud sponsor of the T-shirt toss

Our tradition • Our place • Our game
THURSDAY, OCT. 3

SATURDAY, OCT. 5

BGSU Spirit Day!

Homecoming 5K Run/Walk

Special Homecoming events lo be held.

Show your Bowling Green pride by
wearing Brown and Orange

8:30 a.m. registration,
9:30 a.m. start.
Student Recreation Center
Cost:S10
Sponsored by alumni affairs,
recreational sports.
Puma Midwest, SAA
Contact alumni affairs,419-372-2701

Alpha Xi Delta

Homecoming GameYell Like Hell!

Adidas
Sideline
Apparel

White
Polo
Starting
at $32.M

Noon, Union Mill, Bowen
Thompson Student Union
Rain location:
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Canned Food Drive
Contact Campus Involvement. 2-2343

Falcon Football vs.
Merchandise Sales
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.; 4-6 p.m..
Lobby, Bowen Thompson
Student Union
FRIDAY, OCT. 4

Next home game: BGSU vs. Western Mich.

• October 19 • 6:00 p.m.
Game Day Specials

GOOD LUCK COACH MEYER & TEAM! 60 FALCONS!

Meijer Tailgate Park
1:30-4 p.m., Doyt Perry Stadium

Banner Turn-in
and Displaying
1 p.m., 401 Bowen-Thompson
Student Union
Pep Rally and
Royalty Crowning
6:30 p.m., Perry Field House
SI admission per person

Alpha Phi

Open house, free brunch, silent auction,
football game.

Delta Sigma Theta
Join fellow Delta's for a reunion and
rededication of 129 S. Prospect.

Kappa Delta
Kappa Delta will host its annual
Homecoming brunch at the house and
then attend the football game.

Kappa Kappa Gamma

Ohio University
4 p.m., Doyt Perry Stadium
SKI with student ID

Enjoy brunch at the house with current
and alumni membery

Homecoming Concert
8 p.m., Anderson Arena

Sigma Phi Epsilon
A reception at the falcon Plaza will
follow the Homecoming game.

GREEK EVENTS
Saturday, Oct. 5

Alpha Gamma Delta
A social gathering and light lunch
will be served at the house before
heading to the football game.
A social in honor of our alumni wil I
follow the game.

Alpha Omicron Pi

10% OFF any BGSU clothing or gift item at the University Bookstore

Special Homecoming events to
beheld

with game ticket stub on the day of the game and next day
UNIVERSITY

bookstore!
§ THE B0WEN-TH0MPS0N STUDENT UNION
All purchases at the University Bookstore support University programs. MasterCard, Visa, Discover accepted.

Serving the Bowling Green Community

VISIT THE HOMECOMING WEB SITE: WWW.HOMECOMING.BGSU.EDU
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WEST NILE HITS 40 NEAR NORTHWESTERN U.
(U-WIRE) EVANSTON, 111. - 40 West Nile virus
cases have been confirmed in Evanston, 111., as
the mosquito-borne outbreak becomes the worst
in the state in 85 years. As of Tuesday, West Nile
was confirmed in 599 people and caused 33
deaths statewide. This is the largest outbreak of a
mosquito-transmitted disease in Illinois.

CAMPUS

get a i|4»
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The calendered events is taken from
hrtp-.//evtnt&bgsu.edu

8:30 a.m. -4:30 p.m.
A
Commemoration
ol
tosses/A
Celebration of Hopes and Freedoms
Student Artists Respond to September 11.
Union Galleries
10 a.m. -4 p m.
Membership Sign-Up
The College Republicans will have an information and membership table to promote
the organisation.
Education Steps
10 a.m. -4 p.m.
Black Student Union Cabaret and Party
Ticket Sales
Union Lobby
10 a.m. -4 p.m.
Dance Marathon Video Distribution
Union Lobby
11 a.m.-3 p.m.
Homecoming Sales
The Homecoming Committee will be selling
merchandise. Voting on royalty, and spirit
points will be available.
Union Lobby

11 a.m.-2 p.m.
American Institute ol Architecture Rattle
American Institute of Architecture students
will be giving away prizes.
Union Lobby

11 a.m.-7 p.rn
Honors Student Association Bandanna
Sale
The Honors Student Association will give
out information and sell spirit bandannas.
Union Lobby

11:30 p.m.
UDS celebrates Hispanic Heritage month
loin University Dining Services lor the
Commons Dining Center celebration ol
Hispanic Heritage month during lunch Irom
11:30 am - 2:00 p.m. on Thursday, 10/3.
Commons Dining Center
Noon 1 p.m.
Crossings: Bringing Organic Gardening to
Older Citizens in Wood County
2002 Partnership
Support
Grant
Presentation Series - Bring your lunch and
loin us!
The Women's Center. 10? Hanna Halt

I

7 p.m.
Volleyball against Western Michigan
Anderson Arena
7 pm. -10 p.m.
Golden Key Informational Open House
Union 207 - Mytander Meeting Room

■
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4 p.m.
Women's Soccer against Marshall
Soccer Field
4 p.m. -7 p.m.
UPS Recruiting
Union Lobby
6 p.m.
Women's Dissertation Writing Group
An interdisciplinary group open to any
woman in the writing process ol her program, whether at the preliminary/ comprehensive exam stage or the dissertalion/thesis stage. Please feel Iree to |oin us any
Thursday to see il this group works lor you.
Contact lane Rosser for lurther details:
|rosser@bgnel bgsu edu. Meets every
Thursday at 6:00 p.m.
The Women's Center, 101 Hanna Hall
7 p.m.
Bowling Green Radio News Organization
Information Meeting
All maiors welcome
West Hall 213

8 p.m.
Festival Series: Tin Canadian Brass
The Lois M Nrtschke Memonal Concert. The
live virtuosi of The Canadian Brass have
made the brass Quintet an exciting vehicle
la serious concert music. Celebrating its
32 season, the group has been seen by millions ot television viewers on such programs as "The Tonight Show," Today" and
"Entertainment Tonight* They not only present works in the classical repertoire but
continue to take daring leaps into |azz, contemporary concert music and popular
songs. Season subscriptions are now on
sale. Single tickets will be available
September 16 and are priced at $22, $30
and $38 Call 800/589-2224 or 419/3728171.
Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical College ot
Ms
9 p.m. - Midnight
Spirit in the Swamp
Show your spirit by wearing all ol your BG
gear today and get hall ott nachos
The Black Swamp Pub

IHE S0U1H EDO

(U-WIREj DETROIT - With just
a click of a mouse and a credit
card number, students around
the country can download plagiarized material ranging from
entire research papers to detailed
study guides for books.
At Wayne State University
alone, nearly a dozen students in
the English department get
caught plagiarizing each semester, said Chairman of the English
Department Richard Grusin.
"Generally for us plagiarism
occurs with undergraduate students and mostly in the freshman
composition courses." he said.
But Grusin said online access
to various books and magazines
has made the job of catching students who plagiarize much easier.
"What students don't realize is
that it's just as easy for us to get

plagiarized material. All we haveto do is conduct a Google search
on any sentence from a student's
paper and then we will get a list of
choices of where that sentence ot
work came from," he said.
And he also mentioned three
other key signs that alert professors that students arc copying
someone else's work: 1. a students writing suddenly becomes
significantly better, 2. words or
language used in a student's
paper is contrary from what they
learned in class and 3. a student's
paper is good, but off the topic.
However, Grusin said online
plagiarism sites have still become
more attractive for students at the
university.
"If you are a student and have a
job, and most of the students here
have full-time jobs, and are making S10 to S11 an hour it might be
more profitable for you to buy the
paper than waste the lime to

WITH LOVE AND
PRIDE,
YOUR CINCINNATI
FRIENDS
JESSICA, JILL, AND
MEREDITH

10:30 am
Time Management
Maty Beth Skelly. Academic Enhancement
(Room 314)

1:30 p.m.
Taking Essay Exams
Dt Batbeta Toth. Waters Lab
(Room 314)

How to Succeed In Sociology
Dr Dean Purdy. Dept. of Sociology
(Room 3151

Handing Study t Test Anxiety
Dr Elizabeth Yams, Career and Counseling
Center
(Room 315)

How to Succeed m Accounting
Dr Patricia Essex, Dept ol Accounting &
MIS

(Room 316)
11:30 am
Improving you Memory
Dr. Craig Vickra. Dept ol Psychology

(Room 314)
Motivation the Key to Success
Gteg DKketson, Sherry Hamilton. Student
Support Services
(Room 315)
How to Prepare Presentations
Dt. Alberto Gonzalez Office of the
Provost/Interpersonal Communications
(Room 316)
1230 pm
Winning at Math
Dianne Widman Abbott. Math lab
(Room 314)

Procrastmabon- Avoid It

write the paper," he said. "It
might take you two hours, perhaps longer, to do a paper and
that still does not guarantee you
will get the grade."
But even students who aren't
as busy may find copying and
pasting justified and much easier.
'The fact is a lot of students
don't know it's wrong to plagiarize material in a research paper,
because of what they learn in elementary school," he said.
"Because of Internet research,
a lot of students are not rigorous
about rephrasing other people's
material, when writing it in a
research paper," Grusin said. "So
they just paste it on their paper
and say it's mine now and they
are rewarded by teachers with a
good grade."
Grusin believes another reason
some students plagiarize is
because they have a lack of confidence in their own writing

Tim Smith, a sophomore at
WSU agrees.
"I rarely ever copy someone's
work now, but 1 used to because
sometimes it just sounds better
from that person."
Grusin said the university is
developing a committee that
would include a couple of faculty
members and graduate students,
to establish new writing guidelines that would make it impossible for students to plagiarize.
But for Grusin the reason
behind why students plagiarize is
a less significant issue than where
students are able to download
these materials such as the David
Adamany Undergraduate Library
on campus.
"We should try to block these
types of sites from the library, at
least if students are going to plagiarize they should do it at
home," Grusin said.

How to Succeed in Biology
Dr Lee Meserve. Dept. of Biology
(Room 316)
230 p.m
Taking Multiple-Choice Tests
Salty Drier. Study Skills Lab
(Room 314)
Study Survival Techniques
Student Forum
(Room 315)
Making the Most of your Learning Style
Lisa McHugh-Cesanm, Dit. ol Academic
Enhancement
(Room 316)
3 30 p m
Succeeding in Economics
Dr Paul Haas. Dept. ol Economics
(Room 314)
Study survival techniques
Student Forum
(Room 315)
How to succeed in Chemistry
Dr Robert Midden. Dept of Chemistry

(Room 316)

THE CAMPUS BLOTTER
October 1:
Bowling Green Fire Department
and the BGSU Police Department
were on the scene at Mac West,
advised it was a pull station. The
lire department did a sweep of the
building.
Complainant reported that her
vehicle was keyed while parked in
Lot 8.
Complainant reported that het
electronic organizer was taken from
room 541 ol the Life Science
Building

Justin S Elder, BGSU. was transported to the Wood County Hospital
by the Bowling Green Fire
Department tor an injured shoulder/
collarbone.
Tracy A. Rucki Irom Oregon. Ohio,
was transported to Wood County
Hospital by the Bowling Green File
Department lor an injured wnst.
Complainant reported that his
bicycle was stolen trom the bike
rack at the Education Building

Did you know... \ A

IN 1927,
BABE RUTH
EARNED $70,000

CRAVE IT

^Congratulations

Lisa Feldhaus
2002 BGSU
Homecoming
IT
Court

Batbeta Mautet, Academe Enhancement
(Room 316)

Using Technology to Streamline teaming
Jan Neelan. Kay Putholl. Student
Technology Center
(Room 315)

Internet makes plagiarism easier
By Wonetha Jackson

4th Annual teaming Fait
Union

SAVOR IT
CRAVE IT
and the scholarship
I thought lor sure I'd get a scholarship But
when I didn't, brown was there lor me. I
didn't have to give up my dream ot going
to college because with UPS I can get as
much as $23,000 In College Education
Assistance. UPS knows how important a
college education is.
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OPINION

"This is the guy that tried to kill my dad.

President GEORGE W. BUSH.on Iraqi President Saddam Hussein.

Movie discusses important issues
Have you ever seen a comedy
and been insulted by a joke or
two? Most of us can probably say
yes. Now have any of you called
up the makers of the movie and
threatened to organize a boycott
if they didn't edit the jokes out?
According to CNN.com. that's
what Reverends lesse lackson
and Al Sharpton are doing
The new hit movie
"Barbershop" has a scene where
Cedric the Entertainers character, Eddie, jokes about Martin
Luther King Jr.'s alleged promis-

YOU DECIDE
Do you think the lines
should be taken out of the
movie?
E-mail your responses to
bgnews#lisiproc.bgsu.edu. Please
see our submission policy for
guidelines.
cuity. He also says that Rosa
Parks was not the first person
who didn't give up her bus seat,
but was given credit because she
was connected with the National
Association for the Advancement

of Colored People The other
characters immediately scold
Eddie for being so disrespectful.
MGM apologized for hurting
anyone but has no intention of
editing the movie — and they
shouldn't have to.
In a statement, the studio said,
"MGM stands behind
'Barbershop,' its filmmakers, and
artists, and we have no intention
of altering the film in any way.
We're proud to have made a
movie with such a positive and
uplifting overall message that

audiences throughout the U.S.
have embraced. The filmmakers
obviously struck a winning chord
with critics and audiences alike,
and we are already at work on
the sequel."
We claim to be a country of
freedom of speech. What kind of
freedom is it if we tell movies
what they can and cannot say?
King's daughter, the Rev.
Bemice A. King, also protested
the jokes al Penn State Behrend
on Tuesday. She said the film
"was a personal act for me of

incivility."
It was just a movie and it was a
very positive movie. The characters discussed many different
topics that people should talk
about. We shouldn't just believe
everything we're told. We should
be allowed to discuss all sorts of
topics and not be condemned if
we don't say what is politically
correct.
If people who have a voice in
the media begin protesting every
time they don't like something,
what will happen next? Will peo-

ple not be allowed to critique the
government? Will people not be
allowed to speak their mind for
fear of insulting someone? Will
everyone be afraid of opening
their mouths because they don't
want to be protested against?
The lines are staying and they
should be. The makers of the
movie did nothing wrong. Those
who do not like the movie are
entitled to their opinion, but they
don't have the right to ask the
movie to change.

What women really want PEOPLE A fickle society?
ON THE STREET

BRENT
UMINA

Guest columnist

How many times has someone heard a guy yell something
obscene or rather rude towards a
girl? If you're like me, you hear it
a lot, and you also think it's pretty odd how someone who is
"educated" can act so rude
towards girls.
1 generally dislike men, just
ask any of my friends. I have
about 20 female friends and five
guy friends. Why? Because men
rick me off. They are generally
rude, hateful, disrespectful and
overall resemble primitive apes.
How many girls like it when a
guy says something distasteful to
them? And guys, do you really
think that you will get a girl by
saying something like "Hey baby,
want to come home with me?" I
don't think so.
So, I offer you men some tips
on how to get nice girls and
come off as respectable.
Tip 1: Don't think you know
women. The truth is, you dont
Wfomen are very complicated
and no man, including myself,
will ever completely figure them
out lust relax and go with the
flow. Most of the time if you just
sit back and listen to a woman,
you'll get along better because

you know something about
them.
Tip 2: Don't go thinking you're
going lo score. Most girls want to
be romanced and treated right,
not like meal. Women like to feel
sexy, but that doesn't mean they
always want sex. Again, go with
the flow, treat her right, and
enjoy being with her. Sex will
come when both of you are
ready. It is a two way street guys,
not just you wanting to score.
Tip 3: Little things mean more.
This is a huge issue. 1 know from
my fiance that buying her a rose
and a bottle of wine means more
than buying her a ring every
other week. Little things tend to
go back to romance and trust
me, women love romance. Make
something from the heart and
don't spend huge amounts of
money all the time. Save your
money for dates and special
occasions.
Tip 4: This is going lo sound a
little weird, but do things with
your woman that she likes to do
with other women. This includes
the following: shopping dancing, cuddling and the occasional
long walk at night
Not all of these things will
please your woman, but she will
let you know what she likes and
what she wants you to do with
her. 1 used to hate shopping,
now I can't resist going
Tip 5: Show respect to your

woman and to other women.
Don't be yelling things or making
remarks towards other women.
Show your girl that you are a
respectable guy and show some
respect to everyone, no matter
what they look like or who they
are.
Tip & Looks are not everything. The more you get to know
your girl, the better she will look
in your eyes. A girl can be hot
and be a bitch. Attitude is more
to a good relationship than
looks. I have dated a wide variation of women that look good
and that look average. None of
them have looked ugly to me
because they were all goodhearted women. What's on the
inside counts more than physical appearance.
Tip 7: The last and most
important tip — do anything
and everything you can for your
woman. Once you and your girl
form a strong relationship, do
everything you can to make it
work. Meet her needs and give
her the attention she deserves.
Respect her time away from you
and don't get jealous if she has
guy friends. Girls will stay true to
their man if they really love you.
Trust me
I hope these tips help guys
with their relationships and
maybe can help a guy actually
stop being an ape and start
being a man.

KHARY
JACKSON

What is the first thing
you notice in someone
of the opposite sex?

ASHLEY McFARLAND
FRESHMAN, UNDECIDED

"Eyes, because they're
the windows to the
soul."

KRISTIN COLELLA
JUNIOR
PSYCHOLOGY

"I like the
'whole package'."

THUMBS UF1HUMBS DOWN
THUMBS UP
... to the beginning of October.

THUMBS DOWN
... to Zza's at Night (in the Union) for not
answering their phone.

... to Fall Break next week.
... to the Women's Center for having
interesting and thought-provoking programs, such as 'Brown Bag Lunch: Silent
Witness Un-Veiling."
... to Skyline Chili for opening up a store
here in Bowling Green.
... to the University for setting a new
record in enrollment this year.

... to the weird, foamy soap in the bathrooms.

KATHY SOLOMON
SOPHOMORE
EARLY CHILDHOOD ED.

"A sparkling smile
that melts my heart."

... to the poor service at Wendy's in the
Union.
... to on-campus parking.
... to the people at the Residence Life
office for not being sensitive to individual
students' needs.
TROY STILES
SENIOR, VCT

HAVE ANYTHING TO PRAISE OR GRIPE ABOUT?
Send your thoughts to bgnews@>listproc bgsu.edu with the subject line "Opinion."

"Ass baby...
got to have ass."

Opinion columnist

lennifer Lopez's romantic
affairs seem to be bait for the
entertainment media. As this
soap opera continues, something strikes me. But hold your
horses; I'll elaborate shortly. We
watched her jump with PDiddy, and then jump ship.
Then we see her hop with
Chris ludd, only to rum away
some months later. And then
before we can blink our eyes,
she's reportedly getting jiggy
with Ben Affleck. This may
seem inconsequential, and in
fad, these stories may be
entirely fabricated by some
journalists with nothing better
to write about, but there is definitely something that struck
me here: how fickle have we
become as a society?
This disease, which I call
'ficklenitis,' has gotten a stranglehold on our nation, and
doesn't seem to have any
intention of letting go.
'Ficklenitis' has revealed itself
in a myriad of ways. We change
boyfriends and girlfriends
almost as often as we change
our majors, and it appears that
the value of tradition and
longevity has mortally diminished.
Now hold on a second. 1 can
hear some of you muttering
already about my sounding like
some old fashioned buffoon
that likes to sit around on my
wrinkled derriere crowing
"Back in my day..." while
Frank Sinatra croons on my
creaky phonograph. Well for
the record, I don't have a
phonograph — just an 8-track.
But seriously, I am not presenting myself as anything other
than someone observing the
obvious. And if you think about
it, you'll see where I'm coming
from.
Take yourself back in time a
year or two. Who was big in
Hollywood? Who was called
the "Sexiest Man Alive" in
People magazine? Who was
America's Most Wanted? Who
was the terrorist of the week?
Who was Elizabeth Taylor married to? With all that in mind,
now think of the people that
fulfill those roles today. Those
are but a few indications of our
fickle epidemic
We can also look at the
sports world. A decade ago, if I
declared myself an enemy of
Michael lord.in and the
Chicago Bulls, I would be in
the dire minority (save for the

die-hard Charles Barkley fans).
If I thought Mike Tyson's boxing skills were inferior to my
grandmother's, I would be in
the dire minority. If I thought
the Buffalo Bills would actually
win a Super Bowl, well, in that
case I doubt I'd be in the
minority. Besides sports, we
can look at the music world.
Once upon a time, the
nation was shaking our toy
guns and cursing the police
with N.WA Then we were
shaking our hips and living la
vida loca with Ricky Martin.
After that, we were rollin' with
Limp Hi An Where are these
people now?
We can even look at television and, specifically, MTV's
"The Real World." This show
has gotten progressively
stranger and stranger until we
arrive at the current season,
where everyone is meat (and
sweet meat at that) and suffering from both 'ficklenitis' and
'homyasia', a particularly sensual combination. These are
supposed to be people representing us on national television?
This isn't an out and out
attack on the show itself; it is
an observation of what the
producers think about us, the
viewers. They feel that this is
what we want to see, which is a
gross reflection of our collective fickleness. Is this how we
want to remain?
Now there is a fine line
between fickleness and obstinacy, and this line is tread by
progressiveness.
Progressiveness takes the
positive aspects of both fickleness and obstinacy. Fickleness
is an extreme of changability.
Obstinacy is an extreme of loyalty. Loyalty and change are the
root forces beneath these two
vices, and progressiveness is
the positive application of
both. I do not support impulsive flirting from one value to
another, nor do I support
dogged clinging to tradition. I
support retaining the parts of
our traditions that still support
our current goals, and replacing those parts that have completed their course with something new and productive for
today's society.
I'm sure we've all heard that
change is the only constant I
believe in that, but 1 also
believe that there is a balance
to be maintained, and 'ficklenitis' does not serve that purpose. So what does all this have
to do with J-Lo? .Mi ill in i); at all
But if next week we see that
she's shacked up with lay Leno
or Stephen Hawking, we'll
know why.

SHANNON KOLKEDY, MANAGING EDITOR
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Hockey to open regular season Friday

October 3,
2002

THE BG NEWS
The Falcon icers will open
the regular season against
Niagra at 5 p.m. at the Lefty
McFadden Invitational in
Dayton.

Thome,
Nagy
leave fans
with good
memories

wvrw.bgnews.com/sports
BOWIINC SREEN STATE UNIWISITT

Netters lose to Toledo, 3-1
By Jason A Duon

ERIK
CASSANO

PapaCass
lim Thome and Charles Nagy
are both on their way out the
door in Cleveland. Nagy is being
put on a horse and ridden oft
into the sunset by a team that
cannot justify keeping a pitcher
whose war-torn right elbow has
only allowed him to win eight
games in the last three years.
Thome is being set at the
front door and told to see what's
out there. The hope is that he'll
find the free agency water cold
enough to come back home
and sign a nice, warm (but by
no means top-dollar) contract.
Thome and Nagy have both
been in Cleveland long enough
to develop legions of both critics and admirers. I've had brief
personal experiences with both
of them and they both won me
over; star-struck as I might have
been.
In the summer of 1998,1 was
a warehouse lackey for the
Indians. My job consisted of
hauling merchandise from the
commissary to concession
stands all over lacobs Field. One
day I ran a paperwork errand to
the executive offices.
As I was standing in the basement lobby waiting for the elevator, a tall man, wearing his
dark blue practice jersey and
white baseball pants like a
three-piece suit, appeared
around the comer and waited
along with me.
It was Nagy.
I'm 6'-2." Nagy is about 6'-3."
Right at that moment, I could
have been staring up at an NBA
center, though. Several of us got
on the elevator. I was going to
be in close quarters with a
major league baseball player for
about the next 40 seconds. I was
caught in a limbo where I didn't
want to say something just to
say it, but I didn't want to say
nothing either.
So I got up my nerve and
made small talk.
"Hi," I said.
"Hi," he answered back
It was magic.
"So, you went to college at
UConn?" I said.
"Yeah. And you?"
"Well, uli, I go to college locally, at Tri-C." Cuyahoga
Community College, what now
passes for my alma mater until I
walk an oss the stage here.
The elevator stopped and the
electronic bong heralded the
doors. Time to get off. He was
probably going up to the
General Manager's office to discuss big baseball things, I
thought.
"See ya later, Charlie," 1 said
as I waved and stepped off the
elevator. He said bye and waved
back. Yeah, we were tight,
Charlie and me.
My Thome story came last
summer. I was an intern with
the Elyria Chronicle-Telegram,
about 20 miles west of
Cleveland, and I got to go back
to lacobs Field and do a story on
utility infielder lolbert Cabrera,
who was later shot in the rear
and traded to the Dodgers.
Striding into that clubhouse, a
general never wore his stars
with more pride than I wore
that Indians press pass. I was
going around pulling guys aside
wherever 1 could before the
THOME. NAGY. PAGE 7

word to describe the Falcons
effort in the third set. BG played
First, for the record, consider from behind once again, until
three consecutive kills by Nadia
these numbers.
The BG volleyball team took Bedricky, Kristin Gamby, and
on a Toledo squad that had Susie Norris brought BG to
accumulated wins in nine con- within two at 15-17.
The Falcons took their first
secutive sets and nine victories
lead on a kill by Gamby to make
in their first 12 games.
That said, the Falcons had a the score 18-17. Then fought off
chance to experience the signif- a number of UT rallies, outscoricance of those statistics, as the ing the Rockets 13-12 to win the
Rockets defeated BG in a hard third set, 31-29.
BG's momentum was shortfought four sets, 3-1 in the
Falcons first match at Anderson lived, however, because the
Rockets jumped to a 4-0 lead
Arena since September 2nd.
"We weren't intimidated by and never looked back. Taking
UT, even though we knew they with them a 30-20 victory.
"This was a tough loss for us,
had a lot of momentum coming
into the match," junior Sara because we know that game
Sikorski said. "They just came one was crucial. The momenout and took advantage of our tum probably would have
helped us win in three sets,"
mistakes.
Both teams were evenly Sikorski said. "We just did not
mactched for the majority of play as well as were capable of,
the first set, as neither BG or UT and we only had a few players
surged ahead by more than four who played well. That really
points. However, the Rockets hurt us."
The Rockets ( 10-3, 2-0) were
capitalized on some late Falcon
errors to pull out a 30-28 victory. led by seniors Jessica Buck and
In the second match, BG Natalie Mash, and their 30 comfound themselves playing from bined kills. Junior Carrie McCaw
behind the entire set, and could led UT with 52 set assists.
The Falcons received 14 kills
never pull to within closer than
three, while UT took a 30-26 vic- from Norris to go along with her
tory. Both teams headed into 23 defensive digs and 13 kills
the intermission with different from Gamby to lead the way.
mindsets, but the Falcons were Sikorski totaled a team-high 42
content not to become the assists, and BG also received a
Rockets fourth consecutive solid contribution from junior
Samantha Rennau, who had 6
three-game sweep.
"We went into the locker kills off the bench and a gameroom after the second set feel- high .358 hitting percentage.
Still, the loss has left the
ing that it should have been 1 1," Sikorski said. "We came out a Falcons at a crossroads, and at
lot more enthusiastic and more the possibility of facing a must
win on Friday when they take
determined."
Determined was the best on Western Michigan.
SPOUTS REPORTER

Chm Schooler BG News

READY, SET: Junior Sara Sikorski gets ready to set the ball in last night's match against the
University of Toledo. Sikorski recorded 42 assists in the Falcons 3-1 loss.

New coach to lead
swimmers in MAC
BvMelanieMeru
SPORTS REPORTER

The Bowling Green women's
swimming team is ready to begin
their season. They have a new
head coach, thirteen new swimmers, and are ready to make a
splash into moving up in the
MAC. Last year the Falcons
ranked 8th in the conference.
This year, their goal is to move up
to 5th, and this will be done
under the coaching style of new
head coach Kerri Buff.
Buff comes to BGSU after
serving as an assistant coach at
Arizona State University for four
years, but she is no stranger to
Bowling Green. She started her
swimming career here as a recreational swimmer under Gary
I Jine, before moving to Madison,
Wisconsin for high school and
swimming for the University of
Arizona in college. After her college career, she coached for
Arizona for two years, and then
became the assistant for the men
and women's team at the

University
of Wisconsin.
Everywhere that Buff has
coached, she has helped move
the swimming program in the
winning direction. When she was
the assistant coach at Arizona
State, she helped the team go
from 23rd to 10th nationally. This
is Buff's first head coaching position in Division I, and she is ready
for the challenge it will bring.
"I was fortunate enough to
work with head coaches that
gave me a lot of responsibility. 1
was always involved in the decision making process. I just have
never made the final decision,
but I am confident now that I
know I can," said Buff. " 1 am
walking into an ideal situation
here at BGSU. We have a very
young team which consists of
tliirteen freshmen girls who don't
know how it was done before. It is
a little easier to come in here and
tell them how it is going to be
done."
Although the swim team may
be young, they are returning

many upperclassmen that have
great potential to lead this team
into the direction that they want
to go The two captains this year
are juniors Sarah Agnew and
lessica Humes. Agnew has been
very competitive in the 100-200
yard breaststroke events, while
Humes has been a competitor in
the 500-1650 freestyle events.
Along with the captains seniors
Amber Adler and Kelley O'Hara.
will help in their respective
events of the 100-200 yard
breaststroke and 100-200 yard
backstroke.
"Kelley O'Hara is on track to do
many amazing things this year,"
said Buff. "She has had a rough
college career with dealing with
knee surgery this past year, but
she is going to be a strong factor
in turning this team around."
The Falcons have some tough
competition to move up in the
MAC. Ohio University and
Miami of Ohio are among the
SWIMMING, PAGE 6

Tennis ready
for challenge
By EHiott Scnreiner
SPORTS REPORTER

The Bowling Green tennis
team will hit the road this weekend as they travel to Ann Arbor,
Michigan for the Wolverine Fall
Invitational.
The Falcons have one successful tournament under their belts
and are anxious for their next
challenge.
This next challenge appears to
be more difficult as the Falcons
will see some teams from major
conferences.
Along with Bowling Green, the
tournament will feature Big Ten
teams Michigan and Michigan
State, Conference USA teams
DePaul,
Cincinnati,
and
Marquette, and MAC rival
Western Michigan.
After the big opening weekend, the Falcons are ready to fly
into this weekend's tournament
and are looking forward to the
daunting (ask at hand.
While nerves affected the
team during their first weekend,
the Falcons are feeling more

relaxed coming into this weekend.
Senior Alyson Gabel said,
"There is more confidence than
usual considering the harder
competition, we aren't as nervous as we were last weekend."
Coach Penny Dean is hoping
for positive results to come from
this tournament.
"Our confidence is definitely
boosted after last weekend and
1 in hoping that the girls see all of
their hard work paying off,"
Dean said.
With the tough competition, a
lesser team might feel intimidated. The Falcons, on the other
hand, are feeling excited and are
seeing this tournament as a
stepping stone to a big season.
"This gives us an opportunity
to compete against the best
teams," Dean said. "Hopefully
this tournament will bring out
the best in the players and let us
know of any weaknesses we
need to work on."
TENNIS, PAGE 6

Golfers to compete at Penn State
ByChnsWilhR
SPORTS REPORTER

The women's golf team is on the
road once again this weekend.
The Falcons are traveling to
Pennsylvania to compete in the
"Penn State Nittany Lion
Invitational." The two-day tournament will begin on Saturday
and run throughout the weekend.
The Falcons had last weekend
off, and although the bye week is
well deserved for the Falcons, it
could be badly timed. The
Falcons started off the season
strong with a fifth place finish at

Ball State and then struggled to
finish ninth at Ann Arbor. With a
first place finish in the "Lady
Falcon Invitational," it is fair to say
that the Falcons were playing their
best golf of the season going into
the bye week
The Falcons, however, hope to
get right back on track this weekend at Penn State. With the week
off to rest and practice, the Falcons
hope to continue their winning
ways and great season.
"The weekend off was really
nice. After three tournaments we
needed a week off, but it woukl

have been nice to keep playing
and cany over our win in the tournament we hosted," senior
Shelley Binzel said. "Overall, 1
thought it was a good week to
practice for the team. We had a
chance to get our games in gear
for this weekend's tough course at
Penn State"
This tournament will mark the
first time the Falcons have traveled to Penn State in two years. In
2000 the Falcons finished tied for
eighth overall in the tournament
The leading scorers for Bowling
Green, however, are very familiar

ones. As a sophomore. Binzel led
the Falcons scoring in the "The
2000 Nittany Lion Invitational."
Following Binzel were freshmen
Jenny Schnipke and sophomore
Stephanie FJsea As you can see,
although the Falcons didn't compete in the tournament last year,
they certainly have experience at
Penn State.
The Falcons are making the trip
without some key players this
week Junior JuJieWiseand Senior
l-.i i iitv Hassen are injured and will
not be competing in this week's
tournament. Hassen finished in

the top twenty-five in the team's
last tournament, but back problems will keep her from competing and she will surely be missed
by the team
Injuries and all, the team is still
very optimistic about the tournament.
"We should do very well this
weekend We have a chance to be
really competitive on the tough
course," Binzel said. "The injuries
will play a role, but there is no
doubt in my mind that we can
step it up and fill in for the
injuries."

SPORTS
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Mulder
pitches J$s
towin
over Twins

Browns prepare for Lewis
By lorn Withers
THE «SS0CI«I[D PRESS

BEREA, Ohio — The mere
mention of Ray Lewis' name
conjures up some pretty frightening images.
The Baltimore linebacker's
darting eyes. His banshee
screams. Those bone-jarring,
spit-out-your-mouthpiece tackles he makes all over the field.
Like the boogeyman, Lewis
will keep you up at night.
"He scares you," Cleveland
wide receiver Kevin Johnson
said. "You could see that in the
game on Monday night. People
get scared of him."
Beware then, Browns, the
NFLs Purple People Eater is
coming to town this weekend.
Lewis, who had a devastating
performance on Monday night
when Baltimore beat the Denver
Broncos, will again be featured
in prime time this week as the
Ravens (1-2) meet the Browns
(2-2) on Sunday night.
Lewis almost single-handedly
wrecked Denver's offensive
game plan.
"He was tackling everybody,"
Browns running back lame!
White said. "He had an interception. He made a good block. He
was all-world on Monday night."
In the first half alone, Lewis
had 11 tackles — two of therii
made-to-order shots for ESPN's
highlight package.
Lewis flattened rookie wide
receiver Ashley Lelie with a
vicious hit in the first quarter.

and set up a Baltimore touchdown with an interception late
in the half.
Then, on the final play before
halftime, Lewis peeled back to
deliver the key block when Chris
McAlister caught the Broncos off
guard with an NFL record 107yard TD return.
Lewis, seeing the Broncos had
quit on the play, alertly waved for
McAlister to bring the ball up the
sideline. As McAlister passed
him. Lewis blindsided Denver
linebacker Keith Bums to spring
his teammate.
Like the rest of the country,
Browns players watched Lewis'
20-tackle performance in awe.
"He's pretty good." White said.
"You hear a lot about (Brian)
Urlacher and Ray. But Ray, he
can do it all. He can run. blitz. He
can do everything"
The Browns, coming off an
overtime loss last week at
Pittsburgh, will need to slow
Lewis down on Sunday.
Stopping him? No chance.
Shutting him up? No shot.
"He's the guy," Johnson said.
"When he gets going and he
gets yelling it's tough out there.
Guys feed off him. There's no
question that when he gets
going their whole defense gels
confident."
Browns quarterback Tim
Couch said when he walks to the
line of scrimmage, priority No. 1
K finding No. 52.
"I'm going to find him first,"
Couch said. "He's the key to their

By Greg Btacham
THE ASSOCIATED PMSS

Gail Burton APPholo

INTERCEPTION: Baltimore Ravens' Ray Lewis runs with the ball after making an interception in the
first halt against the Denver Broncos on Monday. Lewis had 20 tackles in the game.

defense. You've got account for
him and work from there."
The Browns did a good job
handling I.ewis in their two wins
over the Ravens last season.
Instead of trying to run inside
at Lewis, the majority of
Cleveland's mnning plays urnoff tackle and outside — as far
from Lews as they could gel.
The Browns also isolated center Dave Wohlabaugh on Lewis,
and the eight-year veteran was
able to knock Lewis off his feet
several times.
Wohlabaugh downplayed his

The Ravens scrapped their 4-3
alignment for a 3-4 system this
year, but the change hasn't
affected Lewis, who may be off
to the best start of his seven-year
career.
"He's phenomenal," Browns
coach Butch Davis said. "You
have to get somebody on him."
There's also the fear factor.
Lewis can make a running
back think twice about trying to
block him. And a receiver going
over the middle may suddenly
have sweatier hands, knowing

past success against Lewis, possibly so he doesn't fire the linebacker up any more than he is
already.
"He's one of the best there is,"
said Wohlabaugh, expected to
return to the lineup on Sunday
after missing three games with a
broken right hand. "He's strong.
He's fast. He can do it all."
Lewis' talents aren't limited to
his speed or tackling ability,
either. He's the heart and soul of
Baltimore's defense, which
before Monday night had struggled this season.

Lewis might be waiting.

OSU back ground-oriented when traveling
By Rusty Miller
THE ASSOCIMEO PRESS

COLUMBUS, Ohio — Ohio
State standout running back
Maurice Clarett is oriented to the
ground even outside the stadium.
He's so afraid of flying he says
he would drive to the Fiesta Bowl
in Tempe, Ariz., if No. 5 Ohio
State makes it all the way to the
national title game.
"How do they know where
they're going up in the clouds?

There ain't no stop signs, no stop
lights, nothing like that," he said.
"It's kind of crazy, man, seriously"
The freshman has flown only
once, to an all-star game in Texas
in January. His next flight comes
Friday when the Buckeyes (5-0)
travel to Northwestern in suburban Chicago.
"I'm taking some Benadryl
before I get on the plane," Clarett
said. "I'm going to sleep."
Clarett has already rushed for

575 yards in four games and has
scored 10 Touchdowns — more
than any Ohio State freshman
since World War II.
Ohio Slate's previous road trip
was just two hours away at
Cincinnati. Clarett said he
wished all of the road games
could be reached by driving
"If wc packed up on the bus,
I'd be smiling all the way," he
said.
One reason Clarett selected
Ohio State was because it is just a

about the pilot. He makes the
wrong turn or something, man,
this will be my last interview."
Ohio State quarterback Craig
Krenzel said he might offer
Clarett a book, a video game or
some headphones during the
llight to Northwestern.
fold that the running back
planned to take something to
help him sleep, Krenzel laughed
and said, "You pick your poison,
I guess. As long as he's ready on
Saturday."

three-hour drive from his home
In Youngstown. Even though he
was recruited by most of the top
schools in the country, he didn't
make any other official visits
because of his fear of flying.
Clarett said he's figured out
what bothers him about being in
airplanes.
"Oh, man. 1 need to be in control." he said. "If I was up there in
the pilot's thing controlling it, I
might be happy."
laughing, he added, "Its ill

OAKLAND. Calif. — Behind
Mark Mulder's steady pitching
and a whole lot of timely hitting
everything was back to normal
for the Oakland Athletics,
David Justice's bases-loaded
triple highlighted Oakland's 14hit barrage, and Mulder pitched
six strong innings as the A's heat
the Minnesota Twins 9-1 yesterday to even their AL division
series at one game apiece.
Eric Chavez had a three-run
homer, and rookie Mark Ellis got
three hits as Oakland replied to
Game 1 with a tremendous
offensive game against loe Mays
(0-1) and the Twins' bullpen.
Each of the first seven hitters in
Oakland's lineup got an extrabase hit as the A's jumped to an 8t) lead after four innings Justice,
the most prolific run-producer in
playoff history added three more
Itlils to his record total during
Oakland's five-run fourth.
Miguel Tejada had an RBI double live players drove in a run.
and leadoff hitter Ray Durham
scored three times.
lusticc's Triple broke Ihe game
open, with three runners scampering home.
Mulder 11-0) wasn't overpowering, but he moody stayed out of
trouble while allowing five hits
and sinking out three. He didn't
allow a ninner to reach third base
in the first five innings.
The Twins struggled against
Mulder — (hough Cristian
Guzman broke up Mulder's
shutout bid with a solo homer in
the sixth
Mays allowed nine hits and six
runs in 3 2-3 innings.

Competition
motivates
Falcons
TENNIS. FROM PAGE 5

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
-will Conover scored the game winning goal Friday night
I against the University of Akron to give the Falcons a 2-1 vicI tory over the Zips.
tier goal came with 6:36 remaining in the second period to
give her a goal and an assist on the evening
Conover now has 18 goals in her Falcon career and is tied with
Michelle Usy (1997-2000) for second on that BG list.
She earned her 24th assist on a goal by freshman Julie Trundle
in the first-half, this made Conover the all-time assist leader in
school history. She moved past lanice Mentrup, who had 23
assists from 1997-2000.
I ler three points on the night gave Conover a total of 60 points
as a Falcon, increasing her record at BO
The Falcons are now 5-4-1 overall and 3-2-0 in Mid-American
Conference play.
BG will return home for a pair of matches, facing Marshall
tomorrow at 4 p.m. and taking on Ohio in a 2 p.m. match
Sunday.
The Falcons won the only previous home match with
Marshall, a 1 -0 overtime victory on a goal by Conover two years
ago (Oct. 13.2000).

Swimmers to open with
exhibition on Friday
the year.
"Swimming you're preparing
for the end of the year so that
you are swimming your fasiest
at theend of The year," said Buff.
"So we may compromise a
couple dual meets along the
yen to gel the final result that
we are looking for in the end. It
is definitely unlike any sport
out there."
Then an many goals that
the coach and the swimmers
are ready to accomplish for this
year. One is breaking into the
N(J\A level and showing and
improvement throughout the
year.
'Ihe women haw their first
exhibition meet this Friday at
BGSU. and will officially start
their season against Xavicr
Saturday. October 26th at 1
p.m.

SWIMMING, FROM PAGE 5

Jill Conover
Senior

77ie athlete of the uvek is selected In The BG" News sports staff due to theirmitsumdingaccomplishments on lite field.

ones that are out of their reach
at the moment Those colleges
are reluming some top swimmers Thai placed well in the
MAC Championship. Bowling
Green swims them in Oxford
on Saturday. February 2 at 2
p.m.
The women's swim team is
going to be a fun team to watch
this season. If you haw never
had (he opportunity to catch a
swim meet at the University,
then you are in for a new experience with sports. The
women's swim team does not
prepare like football, baseball,
or hockey. They do not go out
there to win every weekend,
but to prepare for the MAC
Championship at the end of

30000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
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Gabel expresses the same confidence as Dean.
"I think it's fun To play against
big time teams,'' Gabel said. "It
motivates us more."
'Hie least of the Ealcons worries come in the form of intimidation.
' I hen is no need to be intimidated," said Gabel, "we need to
remember that wc arc just as
good as all of the other teams."
The confidence the Falcons
have will allow them to keep the
same strategy they had last weekend.
Gabel said, "The team is just
going to go with what worked."
The Falcons expectations are
mnning high (his week and They
are looking forward to seeing
teams from The Big Pen and
Conference USA.
Dean is especially ready for
this weekend as she sees it as a
way to "compete against the best
and a have a chance To get
ranked."
Wilh all of the preseason
nerves gone, the brown and
orange are ready to get down to
business. This weekend might be
the stepping stone the l-'alcons
need to have a highly successful
season.
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spells

"All Day, Everyday"

H©VKS! Mon:

BGSU

Thursday:

11am-1:30am
Tues: 11am-1:30am
Wed: 11am-1:30am
Th-Sat:11am-3:00am
Sun:
11am-1:30am

Yell Like Hell: Hu«c.i-Thomp*on Sudan Union. 12 noon
Participation will ewn yon 2 point* per member (uploJ Hl—bwi) Oiccilcadcrv will
be judging anil i( >on win yon will pel 1 points a Irec l-Jim. JIK! po in lite SAY WHAT
KARAOKI m

AN

(papa)

Pep Rally on Friday, October 4lh

Merchandise Sales: Uowcit-iirampwm SIM1*M Union, iiamOpm '
Cici I point for ever} piece of mercfi.uidiw you pwduuc
Spirit Day Check-In: &N«*-TnanpMn Studni Union, n am-3pm
Wear BGSU apparel or orange and brown and r«CMV« I point1

Canned Food Drive: BtmrnhtkompaemSmim Unn-i. 12 iopm-4 30pm
Briny food and receive poinli'

4

«J HOMECOMING 2002
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Thome, Nagy exhibit
qualities of role models on and off field
THOME. NAGY, FROM PAGE 5
game (o talk about Cabrera. I ran
into a hurried Thome and asked
him for a moment.
"Sir, I'm sony, but I have to get
ready for the game. How about
afterward?"
I nodded with as much understanding as I could possibly
muster. Far be it from me to
stand between Thome and the
ballgame.
After the game. 1 continued
pulling guys aside. My notebook
was full and I didn't need to talk
to Thome, but I really wanted to
take him up on his offer. He was
standing around talking to
Chuck Finley and a couple of
other players when 1 sidled up
behind him. The clubhouse
media relations guy, whose job
was really just to talk tough and
tell the media when to get the
heck out, walked up to me.
"Hey. Media time's over," he
said, trying to front some kind of
New York accent.
"I know. I just need to talk to
Mm Thome for a second," I said.
He scowled with disbelief.
"Thome's already talked."
"I'm doing a story on lolbert
Cabrera and I just need to talk to
him for a minute." I didn't want
to be herded out like a herd of
cattle.
He relented "Well, all right, it's
up to him. He's over there, but
hurry up."
With newfound resolve, I
strided up to the slugger.
"Excuse me, Mr. Thome? I was
wondering if I could just talk to
you for a second?"
"Sure, buddy."
With my first word, he
appeared to drop his conversation and give me his undivided
attention. I le walked over to his

locker, spun a plush leather
chair around and sat down.
I only needed a few comments from him, but he got
comfortable enough for a 15minute inttrview. I felt kind of
bad. 1 ran out of questions
quickly and thanked him for his
time, leaving him sitting there.
But he still erred on the side of
being over-courteous. Too many
professional athletes err the
other way.
Thome and Nagy don't get
caught up in the fact that they
are professional ballplayers.
When they take off their uniforms, they are still husbands
and friends and next-door
neighbors. They are role models
who know kids and adults alike,
look up to and admire them. The
fact that what they do when
they're in their uniforms affects
who they are in street clothes
isn't lost on them.
Baseball players are in the
business of creating memories
for those who watch them and
interact with them. That's why
people pay the price of a ticket
and wait in line for hours to get
autographs. There is something
about them that people want to
touch and experience, to have a
piece of.
Personally, they sold me on
how somebody can become
famous, earn astronomical
amounts of money and still be
grounded in the rules mom and
dad taught them when they
were young.
For every memory of Albert
Belle chasing trick-or-lreaters in
a truck, for every memory of
Randy Moss assaulting a traffic
officer, there is a pleasant, neighborly memory of somebody like
lim Thome or Charles Nagy. For
that, I'm thankful.
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Brewers' Royster fired
By Hal Bock
IMt »SS0CI»ttD PUSS
NEW YORK — Lust-place finishes for the New York Mets,
Texas Rangers and Milwaukee
Brewers meant no more last
chances for managers Bobby
Valentine, Icrry Narron and leny
Royster.
Valentine and Narron were
fired Tuesday, and Royster was
let go yesterday morning.
Valentine and Narron were
dismissed for the failures of their
high-priced rosters. Royster's
release brought the managerial
firing count to six after the
Chicago Cubs fired Bruce Kimm
on Sunday, Detroit dropped I.uis
Pujols and Tampa let I lal McRae
go on Monday.
Royster was released three
days after the Brewers completed the first 100-loss season in
franchise history. He went 53-94
as interim manager after Davey
Lopes was fired in April following the club's 3-12 start.
The Brewers had the NLs
worst record at 56-106 and easily
surpassed their worst mark of
64-98, set in 1969 when they
were the Seattle Pilots. The
Brewers finished 41 games
behind the Central Divisionwinning St. Louis Cardinals.
Royster said he did everything
he could to make the Brewers
competitive, but that he had
taken over "an absolute mess."
"I didn't have enough to work
with," he said yesterday from his
home in Palm Beach Gardens,
I'la. "We were injured. The players that we had were not enough
to do much more than what we
did. So we tried to be as entertaining as we possibly could."
Royster said he didn't want to
belittle his players "Do I think
they played hard? Yeah, they
played very hard. That wasn't an
issue," he said. "It's just that we
were short. We got beat, we got
beat often and 1 was tired

FIRED: Milwaukee Brewers manager Jerry Royster was fired yesterday, three days after the team
completed its tirst 100-loss season in franchise history. He was the sixth manager tired this week.
The Brewers' losing led to
changes in the front office, with
attorney Ulice Payne replacing
president Wendy Selig-Prieb —
baseball commissioner Bud
Selig's daughter — and Doug
Melvin replacing general manager Dean Taylor, who was Bred
last week with a year left on his
contract.
Valentine and Narron gol the
hook in different fashions. Mets
owner
Pled Wilpon
axed

Valentine directly while Texas
lx>ss Tom I licks took a back seat
on the decision to fire Narron.
"I decided it was in the best
interest of the New York Mets to

Bengals to stick with Kitna at QB
By Ioe Kay
IHE ASSOCKltD PRESS
CINCINNATI — Three straight
games, three different starting
quarterbacks for the NFLs worst
team.
Coach Dick LeBeau informed
his winless Cincinnati Bengals on
Wednesday that he has decided
to start Ion Kitna and stick with
him for the rest of the season
"That's what he told us, so I
think
so,"
receiver
T.J.
Houshmandzadeh said. "But you
never know. I don't know."
Given what's happened, the
doubt is understandable
Gus Frerotte started a 30-3 loss
in Atlanta, and Akili Smith went
the distance in a 35-7 loss to
Tampa Bay last Sunday. Kitna will
make his first start of the season
Sunday in Indianapolis.
Regardless of what they say, the
Bengals (0-4) never stick with a
quarterback for long
"Coach LeBeau stood in front
of the team today and said this is
the guy he's going with and we're
going to sink or swim," Kitna said.
"I think dial's what the team
needed more than anything.
Now, it doesn't matter if you like
me or not. I'm going to be in there,
so we might as well get along."
Kitna staned 15 games last season, when he finished as the NFLs
lowest-rated passer. He lost the
job to Frerotte in training camp
and relieved him in Atlanta, when
the NFLs worst team of the past
12 years unraveled during a
Sunday night game.
Kitna had lobbied for Smith to
keep the job the rest of the season.

apPyTHURSday

giving him a chance to grow into
the job. Instead, LeBeau went
with the passer who has the most
experience in the system and the
best chance to look good in the
next two games.
If the Bengals go into their bye
week at 0-6, there will be pressure
for a coaching change.
"This is a business," Smith said
angrily. "They don't care about
being fair around here. There's
guys on this team that are fighting
for jobs, there's coaches on this
team that are fighting for jobs So
it's not about being fair."
Smith was the third overall
choice in 1999, but the Bengals
gave up on him after less than one
full season as a staner. FJevated
from third string last week to face
one of the NFLs toughest defenses, he was under constant pressure as he went 12-of-33 for 117
yards
LeBeau took Smith aside
Wednesday to explain his quick
demotion. Smith was back to
third string in practice, sitting on a
water cooler while Kitna and
Frerotte worked with the offense.
"I told Akili that I didn't think he
did that bad of a job at all in the
game last week," leHr.m said.
"I'm not really taking Akili out
because of his performance, and 1
wanted him to understand that."
Smith didn't understand at all.
The latesi hook convinced him he
has no future in Cincinnati. He
plans to talk to his agent about
getting the Bengals to release or
trade him in the offseason.
"I just need an opportunity,"
Smith said. "I need toget myself in

Al Behrmjn AP PIWo
WARMING UP: Bengals quarterback Jon Kitna throws during practice. He will be starting for Cincinnati this weekend.
a situation where I can start in
camp somewhere and get comfortable and get going. The only
time 1 had the opportunity here
was my second year, and I didn't
perform well and the rest is history"
Kitna's job is to revive an
offense that has scored only one
touchdown in four games. He told
his receivers Wednesday to run

full-speed in practice; Frerotte
also was unhappy with the pace
of practice when he ran the
offense.
Some receivers ran harder,
while others merely jogged
through plays. Kitna stayed 15
minutes after practice to work out
with his receivers; all stayed
except Peter Warrick and Ron
Dugans.

University Dining Services Celebrates |

Hhjtdrtk Heritage Month
10/3 Commons Dining Center during lunch

Worship Times

XO NortTl SufraiM Slrcffl
Bo«linf Grom. (H«i 4U02 -25:7

Phone 4l<M5.l.go.1l
I.„iiy-1M 3191
Praaing and Proclaiming Chria
or the Heart of Bowling (irrrn

tersely
In Texas GM tohn Han
announced Narron's firing after
the Rangers, equipped with a
S105 million opening-day payroll, finished last for the third
straight year. Han said he and
assistant GM Grady luson had
talked the situation over with
owner Tom Hicks
"I am convinced that John
and Grady have made a thorough and complete evaluation
in reaching the decision to
change managers." Hicks said.
Both Valentine and Narron
were doomed bv dismal finish-

New drug program
harsher for players
NEW YORK — Players who
plead guilty to drug possession
face automatic suspensions
under baseball's new labor
contract.
The drug prevention program, the first one agreed to by
players and owners since 1985,
was included in the "memorandum of understanding"
signed Tuesday by the sides.
Copies were released yesterday.
It calls for suspensions of 15to-30 days for a first offense, 30to-90 days for a second conviction, an automatic one-year
penalty for a third and a twoyear suspension for a fourth.
For players convicted five or
more times, the commissioner
would determine the level of
discipline. If the commissioner
didn't want to suspend players,
he has the option to fine them
without pay, with the maximum amount increasing with
each offense.
Players convicted of the sale
or distribution of prohibited
substances face suspensions of
fiO-to-90 days and SIOO.OOO
fines for a first offense and two
years for a second offense.
A player who has not been in
the drug program who voluntarily admits to a probcm is put
into treatment without penalty.

"If you get caught, you're
given a grace period, a chance
to
rectify the
problem,"
Anaheim's Scon Schoeneweis
said. "I think that's a good
thing."
Darryl Strawberry pleaded
no contest to cocaine possession charges in May 1999.
Under this agreement, he
would've been subject to discipline.
Owners and the union have
spent more than two decades
squabbling over drug-related
penalties, with arbitrators
overturning or shortening suspensions
imposed
on
Ferguson lenkins. Steve Howe,
Willie Wilson, 1-aMarr Hoyt.
Pascual Perez and Tony
Phillips.
"I'd like them to test as stringent as they can," the Angels'
Scott Spiezio said.
Some have criticized the
agreement because it does not
ban supplements and doesn't
call for unannounced, random
year-round testing by an independent agency that can
impose penalties.
Marijuana use and possession is covered separately in
the agreement, with players
facing fines of up to $15,000
but no suspensions
In addition, penalties for
steroid use are less severe.

>oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
Congratulations to the
new members of
Sigma Kappa!!!
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V.15 Traditional
Service
It) .10 Sundas School
11: .W-ConleinporunService

made It"
And what alxrnt general managar Sieve Phillips, also on the
hot seat after constructing a $95
million team that plaved so dismally?
"In my view, Steve has done a
creative job putting this team on
the field," Wilpon said. "They are
good players who did not play
well. I fell the change that was
necessary was a change on the
field."
What did Phillips think about
Valentine's fate?
i didn't ask him," Wilpon said

By Ronald Blum
THE «SS0CI«l(D PRESS

Ha

Trinity United
Methodist Church

make a change," Wilpon said, it
was my decision to make and I

10/8 All day at Kreischer Sundial Food Court

Nicole Hinde
Jessica Lauschin
Molly Farner
Caitltn Alcox
Jessica Huffer
Sarah Jambor
Kat Fish
Katie Hobbs
Kathy Prosper!
Erin Kruegar
Kim Kahter
Gretchen Kirehruer

Georgia Willson
Betsy Wanner
Alicia Armrtage
Amber Carter
Rochelle Kramer
Ashley Alexander
Kara LeSage
Kaleena Headlee
Jen Monroe
Kellie Baker
Kristen Peterman
Amy Kirk

Welcome Home Babie Dovie's

10/15 Dinner at Towers Inn located in McDonald
Dining Center

BGSU
DINING SERVICES

SIGMABringing
KAPPA
SORORITY
Sisterhood To Life
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Classified Ads • 372-8W

The Daily Crossword Fix

Wanted

Help Wanted

1 M or Fe subleaser for spring.
Own room $325/mo at Sterling.
Wash/dry Call 419-353-5658

SLOWS WEEKLY!! Stuff
envelopes at home (or $2.00 each *
bonuses. F/T. F7T. Make $800 ♦
weekly, guaranteed! Free supplies
For details, send 1 stamp to N-181,
PMB 552. 12021 Wilshire Blvd..
Los Angeles. CA 90025

I

Part-time peschool teacher needed
(or childcare center in Waierville
Education majors encourage to
apply. Please call (419) 878-4190

r, & n

brought to you by

—■ +M lonwf or aarawit* oWiMwWm
■» rotoi cnad nlifmn uaU onfm wiMl «rt

Babysitter needed
tor occasional eves. 4 weekends.
Call 419-354-3542 after 6:00 pm.

Campus Events

ATA AT4 ATA ATA ATA ATA
Come join the sisters ot ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA tor mlormal recruitment on Oct. 7 from 8-10 pm.!
Hope to see you there!
ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA ATA

BRAND NEW APT.8 Sterling, on
Napoleon. Furnished, mcl
Washer/dryer, pool, hot tub. fitness
& computer ctr. air co. & parking. No
deposit Take over lease thru May
2003 S355/mo. Bonus if signed by
Sept 15. Call 419-346-3486
Subleaser needed for spring/summer semester. Own room.Wash/dry.
pool, hot tub A rec ctr at Sterling
Apts Call Colleen 419-353-3595.

Lost/Found

Lost Cat. "Mia", long hair, domestic.
orange, black & gray. Squirrel-like
tail Animal print Dell collar. Contact
Rob a 419-297-8935 REWARD

Subleasers needed 2 bdrm apt on
N. Enterprise. Jan-May 03
Call Lauren 354-7842

Travel
Help Wanted
"1 Spring Break Vacations'
Hottest Destinations • Best Prices
Book Now! Campus Reps Wanted
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com
—ACT FAST! Save SSS. Get Spring
Break Discounts!.. 1 888 THINK
SUN (1-888-844-6578 dept 2626)/
www.sprmgbreakdiscounts.com

SPRING. BREAOB
with StudMHCIry.com!
Air. Hotel. FREE FOOD S DRINKS
»nd 150% Lowest Price Guarantee!
REPS WANTED! Organize 15
friends, earn 2 FREE TRIPS, VIP
treatment, cash and prizes to promote StudentCity com! Call 1 -800293-1445 or e-mail

MlMBlatlllntnllYlifW today'
SPRING BREAK 2003 WITH STS
America's "1 Student Tour Operator
Sell Trips earn cash Travel Free
Information/Reservations
1-800-648-4849
or www.stslravel.com
SPRING BREAK Cancun. Jamaica.
S Padre & Flonda Free parlies,
lood 4 drinks' BEST hotels A LOWEST pnceslwww.breakerslravel.com
1800) 575-2026
Wanted! Spring Breakers!
Sun Coast Vacations wants to send
you on Spring Break 2003 to Cancun. Acapulco. Mazatlan, Jamaica
or the Bahamas for FREE! Call us
now at 1 -800-795-4786 or email us
at salesasuncoasrvacations com!

Services Offered

Loan referrals, we can help
Good/bad credit Call Perks Inc
1-888-227-8125
LOSE WEIGHT NOW- ask how
www bodyequisite com
1-888-203-9416
Think you're pregnant?
Know all the tacts
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Personals

Atln Michael Stickles will be
opening a new salon. Call for info at
419-806-0008 to see how soon
Thank you for your support
Battle of the Bands 2002. Fade and
Wellness Connection sponsoring
Battle ot the Bands 2002 Applic
available in Wellness Center Applic
due Oct. 16 & battle takes place in
Nov. Prizes awarded For more info.
Call 372-9295
Learn a skill for life Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out « Mndereonstables.com
One month unlimited tanning S30
Two months unlimited tanning S45
Semester unlimited tanning $55
Campus Tanning 352-7889

S250 a day potential bartending
Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 541
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Cook Needed!
BGSU fraternity house. Sept-May,
8a-1p. Must have own transportation S8mr. Contact Renhill Starling
at 353-1540 or 1-800-376-9639
CUSTOMER SERVICE
SEASONAL
S7.50-SS.50 Per Hour
li Call Center Service Reps
0 Corporate Sales Reps
ii Mail Department Data Entry
ii Events Coordinator
u Customer Service Specialist
(hours tor CS Specialist: 12pm-6pm:
6pm-12am. & limited day shifts)
Hickory Farms is looking tor customer service friendly people who are
detail oriented, professional, & have
excellent typing & phone skills.
Basic computer skills, the ability to
type at least 25 wpm w/95% accuracy. & the ability to learn multiple (Ob
functions are required. All positions
require passing a written grammar
test, basic math test, & a typing test
Data entry skills are desired for Mail
Department positions.
Interviews will be held
Monday-Friday, 9:00 am-4:30 pm.
1505 Holland Rd. Maumee. OH
No Phone Calls Please.
EOE
Diamond River
Classy yet casual steak & seafood
restaurant looking lor experienced
servers Short shifts, great $.
Will work around class schedule.
2215 Tiffin Ave. across from Metjer.
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED FOR FLAG FOOTBALL COMPLETE AND RETURN TAKE-HOME
TEST AND APPLICATION BY OCT
14 FORMS AVAILABLE FROM 130
PERRY FIELD HOUSE OR CHECK
WEB SITE MUST ATTEND MANDATORY CLINICS ON OCT. 15. 16.
AND 17.

Microsoft X-Box w/2 cent Comes
w/Madden 02, Halo & Proj
Gotham Racing. Like new. $250.
419-353-0845. Ask for Jason.
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ACROSS
Pentateuch
Times o! note
Swamp snapper, briefly
Writer Calvino
"Doctor Zhivago" heroine
Round dance
Embassy maitbag
NY hrs.
Destiny
Seoul resident
Irish Rose lover
Pray in Notre Dame
Holland or Lincoln, e.g.
Mexican Mrs.
Part of the plot?
Loos or Ekberg
Long narrative poems
Poetic meadow
Spy's quest
Season in Burgundy
Sen. Thurmond
Too weird

WORK FROM HOME
www.mcbroomglobatenterprise com
1-888-225-0385

1 26 GHZ Windows XP Computer
lor sale 256 MB RAM. 20 GB HD.
Ethernet, Modem. 17" monitor.
wireless keyboard & mouse.
printer & scanner. Computer
service plan through 7/31/05 $500
cocoObgnet or 419-308-2190
2 new loft beds.
Paid $160 a piece, selling lor $60
Call 419-283-5247
'90 VW Jetta GL 5 speed, moonroof, stereo. Clean, drive anywhere.
$1800 OBO 419-353-1271

^F*[*' "

I^BB

3> I

For Sale
ATTENTION. Dancers Wanted.
Earn up to $2000 per week.
Work lor the best Must be 18
Apply in person at
Deja Vu 135 S Byrne Rd.. Toledo

mm

■■TH

Telephone interviewing. No sales.
Flexible scheduling. Some days,
mostly evenings & weekends Up to
$7+ per hour. In Perrysburg. 8749541.
The Bowling Green Parks &
Recreation Department is currently
hiring adult volleyball & basketball
officials to work on contract (or our
fall/winter leagues. A youth basketball supervisor position is also
available. I! interested, call
419-354-6223 ext 0 w/queslions &
complete an application at the Park
office in Woodland Towne Centre no
later than Friday, October 4th

Ocean's rise and (all
Elevator man
Absorbed, as in
thought
Everyone
Clops
Lift spirits of
Charge per unit
Onassis. to pals
Company picnic
event
Nervous disorder
Rake
Killer whale
"High Hopes* lyricist
Word after chain
or junk
Hawaiian dish
Opposed
Rainbow maker
Brought to heel
Come together
Frasier Crane's
brother
Be a peeping Tom
Filer
Knot again

g

43
45
46
47
49
50
53
54
57
60
61
62
63
64
65

Cubicle furniture
Won fol'ower?
Meanders
Adored one
Train to box
One end ol a pencil
Affirm positively
Diamond stat
Higher-up's choice
Mayberry boy
Actress Moran
Cathedral instrument
Cozy home
Cravings
Travels by glider

'J 0

'

B

Broadband

Spam/Virus-free E-mail

$19.95

Wireless E-mail
Web Hosting
All Newsgroups
419-354-4678
info@idiamerica.com
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WWW.KAPLAN.COM
For Rent

For Rent
(New) Cartv Studios (New)
Now leasing lor 2nd semester A
beyond to seniors & grad students.
Fully furnished, including 25" TV. all
utilities From $395/mo. Only serious
students apply. Call 352-7365 from
10-4. After hrs. & wkends 352-1520
"Rooms available, own room next
to campus. Also, inexpensive
second semester apts
Call 419-3530325 9am-9pm
1/2 house approx. 1 000 sq. ft. rent
$400, deposit $400. Rent includes
utilities, cable, local phone, C/A,
W«D. bedrm lumished, parking
space, non-smoking, no pets. Ref.
Call 419-352-7637
2 bedroom, non smoking furnished
apt. Close to campus, includes
utilities Call Tim 353-5074
534 B S. College- 3 BR Duplex, 1
1/2 Baths, AC. Avail Now! $800/mo.
233 W. Merry-4 BR House zoned
lor 4 unrelated Avail Now! $840/mo.
Locally owned and maganged.
Please call EyeCon Enterprises, Ltd.
At (419) 354-2854

HApPYThursDAY...H
apPyTHURSday...Ha

2 bedroom., furnished.
1 block from campus
352-5239

PPyTHURSDAy.HaPP

Roommate needed ASAP
S250 per month
Call (419)-352-7305.
Small 1 bdrm apartment. 402 1/2
E. Court. S3307plus utilities
Steve Smith 419-352-8917

Apartment for rent, own room. AC .
furnished, dishwasher, and pool
Rent S3407mo. Call 740-983-2374
ask for Kelly.

YTHursdAY...HaPPYa

Cheap 2 bdrm. furnished apartment.
across from campus, available
spring semester. Call 419-353-2891
Fall Specials. 2 bdrm. apts. available in serene park-like setting. From
$550 mo. includes appliances, heat.
& refurbished entries.
Bowling Green Village
419-352-6335

Bahamas Party

ECCA

.1 Mft.n ■ ITV **(!«« Inilutftt Ii

Management Inc.

Newly remodeled 3 bdrm apt.
downtown Available now Will
negotiate tor » of occupants.
(419)-354-1612 ext. 301 or 351.
Nice 3 BR. furnished house, 2 car
garage, quiet & walk to BGSU.
available Jan.-Aug., S850/mo plus
utilities. (419)-353-6803

NOW OPEN
IlilKihiliApi. I082 Fairvicw.
2 Bdrms - A/C
Dishwasher - Garhagc Dispo-.il
Bath & I/2 - Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Starling at S68O/M0 + Utilities
Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Efficiencies & I Bdrm (one left)

Laundry on site
Starts at S2S0VMo
Call 353-5800

Rentals
*709 Fifth:
2 bdrm 2 bath large apt.
Unfurn. $400.00 +
utilities.

International Honour Society

Service
Opportunities

Willow House Apt. 830 4th St
1 Bdrm - A/C
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Starts al S400/Mo + Elce & Gas
Call 353-5800

•
•
•
•

*824 Sixth #4:
2 bdrm unfurn. Apt. FREE
GAS HEAT, WATER &
SEWER. $425.00 +
utilites.

/tfEfcCA

Social
Activities

Management Inc.

*228 S. College - L:

Crtrcrkind. 208/212 S. Church Si.
GKADSnJDKNTONLY
2 Bdrm. - A/C
Washcr/Drycr Hook-up
Close lo Downtown
Starting at $600/Mo ♦ Utilities

207 Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Thursday, October 3, 7pm - 9pm
Pizza, Prize Drawing
Golden Key Literature & Merchandise

Call 353-5800

Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main St.

2 bdrm unfurn. FREE GAS
HEAT, WATER & SEWER
$375.00
*606 E. Wooster:
Lower duplex across from
Campus. Off street
parking. $450.00
332 SOUTH MAIN STREET

www.wcnet.org/~mecca

"Come see what we can offer to you!'

1-800-678-6386

NEWLWE

Evergreen Apt. 215 E. Poc

Golden Key

Cruise $299
Cancun $459
Jamaica $469

419-352-5620
www.newlovereally.com
Email: newlol@dacor.nel

Is your car sitting out in Lot 6 this winter?
Now is the time to Winterize

f~

Efficiencies, 1 & 2 Bedroom

W

a

Apartments in Town!

^.

a
a
a
a

starting at $285

L_J

IVrimmil

I>UII»M.<I

Itxv 'Mini Mall

SIILIII

liuiklim-.

*Newly Renovated Haven House*
All Residents receive a membership to Cherrywood Health Spa
^B
Indoor heated swimming pool & sauna. HydmSpa Whirlpool,
complete exercise eijuipinenr, complete locker room SL shower facilities.
530 S Maple St

(419)352-9378

)

THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MID SCHOOL?
(All llll WORLD LEADER IN MSI PR1 P^MB**,
M.'r'-A* «-],)• <:,[^.Nf> i«|A• m-i^m <::►**:♦ %2
T^
1-800-KAP-TEST

www.idiamerica.com
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Academics

768K

i)

N

Bowling Green's
Premier Internet
Service Provider

DSL

V

0 H
1

■J

Management Inc.

V.92 56K Dial-up S18.95

51
52
53
54
55
56
58
59

ANSWERS
s u
N V

V

Open House/Informational Session

internet direct incorporated

48
49
50

Palliates
Actor Flynn
Plot outlines
Court figure
Raise
Destiny
On __ (without
guarantee)
Narcs' grp.
Nykvist and Davidson
Wharton School
sub).
Early Hitchcock film
French friends
Tennis situation
Latvian capital
Male swine
Travel stops
Rapping Doctor
Sellout letters

For Rent

Marketing Associate
Local investment advisory practice
looking for an individual who is selfmotivated w/excellent verbal skills
lor telephone-based marketing.
Organization skills a must. NO direct
selling. Investment industry experience & Series 7 license helpful,
neither required. Position will
provide right person w/excellent
opportunity to grow & learn an
exciting industry the right way. Competitive hourly wage. Fax resume to
419-891-2281 if interested

iDi

32
34
35
38
39
44
46

a
a
a
a

Hours- M-F 8-12, 1-5 HA
or by appointment

• Lube, Oil, Filter

$16.95

Up to 5 qts. 30 point Inspection
• Tune UpS as low as
4 cylinder

$29.95

• Computer Diagnostics

Winterization Special
Drain and fill radiator to
ensure freezing point Is low
enough
Lube, oil, filter, and
30 point Inspection

ALL FOR $29.95

JBR Automotive and Towing
326 Industrial Pkwy • 353-7222
CertifuxJ Technician

